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1 Introduction 
 

The European Metrology Programme for Innovation and 

Research (EMPIR) Joint Research Project (JRP) “Communication 
and validation of smart data in IoT-networks” (short name 
“SmartCom”) [1] is concerned with establishing a means to 
exchange metrological data in communication networks.  

A key output of the SmartCom JRP is the “Digital System of 
Units” (referred to subsequently as the “D-SI”) [2]. The D-SI 

provides a framework that allows metrological data, including 

associated uncertainty information, to be stored and transmitted 

in digital form. The D-SI forms the basis for the harmonised, clear, 

secure and economical exchange of measurement results in the 

case that those results are stored and transmitted as digital data. 

The D-SI allows real and complex quantities, and univariate and 

multivariate quantities to be specified. In addition to a general 

framework for metrological data, an implementation of the 

framework in Extensible Markup Language (XML) [3] has been 

developed within the SmartCom JRP. 

For communication interfaces that transfer metrological data, 

it is imperative that the data conforms to all conditions deemed 

to be applicable. Examples include the requirements that only 

units identified within the BIPM SI Brochure [4] are used, that an 

expanded uncertainty must be a positive decimal number, and 

that a coverage probability must lie in the closed interval [0, 1]. It 

is therefore highly recommended that testing of metrological data 

is undertaken prior to transmission.  

For the XML implementation of the D-SI, it is generally possible 

to undertake a subset of the necessary tests by checking that data 

provided in XML format is both well-formed and adheres to the 

XML schema for metrological data. However, since these checks 

are unable to cover all the required tests, it is necessary to 

develop a means to implement additional testing. 
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This document describes the framework conditions for the 

online validation of communication interfaces that are used for 

the exchange of metrological data.  
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2 General XML structure of 

metrological data in SmartCom 
 

This guide considers version 1.3.1 of the D-SI XML structure 

which was developed within the SmartCom project. The XML 

Schema Definition (XSD) of the D-SI can be obtained from [5]. The 

XML structure allows metrological data to be stored in a machine-

readable form. 

 

For example, consider the following human-readable 

information relating to a measurement:  

 

“The measured temperature is 20.10 °C with an expanded 

uncertainty of 0.50 °C corresponding to a coverage probability of 𝑝 = 0.95 using a coverage factor of 𝑘 =2, where it is assumed that 

the probability distribution for the temperature is normal.” 

 

The same information is represented in machine-readable form 

as: 

 
<si:real> 

  <si:label>temperature<\si:label> 

  <si:value>20.10<\si:value> 

  <si:unit>\degreecelsius<\si:unit> 

  <si:expandedUnc> 

    <si:uncertainty>0.50<\si:uncertainty> 

    <si:coverageFactor>2<\si:coverageFactor> 

    <si:coverageProbability>0.95<\si:coverageProbability> 

    <si:distribution>normal<\si:distribution> 

  <\si:expandedUnc> 

<\si:real> 

 

The D-SI XML structure allows real quantities, complex 

quantities, multivariate (real and complex) quantities to be 

represented. 
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3 Testing the syntax of metrological 

data 
 

For data provided within an XML file, the tests that can be 

undertaken fall into three main categories: checking for well-

formedness of the XML, validation against the XSD of the D-SI, and 

additional validation of the XML (that cannot be undertaken 

against the XSD of the D-SI). Each category is described in more 

detail below.  

 

3.1 Test for well-formedness  

Many editors or integrated development environments (IDEs) 

that can be used to draft XML can automatically test that an XML 

file is well-formed. Such a test considers the following aspects:  

 

• Does the file have a root element?  

• Do all XML elements have a closing tag?  

• Is the case sensitivity of XML tags respected?  

• Are all XML elements properly nested?  

• Are all XML attribute values quoted?  

 

Example 1: The XML is well-formed.  

 
<si:real> 

  <si:label>temperature<\si:label> 

  <si:value>20.10<\si:value> 

  <si:unit>\degreecelsius<\si:unit> 

  <si:expandedUnc> 

    <si:uncertainty>0.50<\si:uncertainty> 

    <si:coverageFactor>2<\si:coverageFactor> 

    <si:coverageProbability>0.95<\si:coverageProbability> 

    <si:distribution>normal<\si:distribution> 

  <\si:expandedUnc> 

<\si:real> 
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Example 2: There is a mismatch between the opening and 

closing tags for the coverage probability element, and therefore 

the XML is not well-formed. 

 
<si:real> 

  <si:label>temperature<\si:label> 

  <si:value>20.10<\si:value> 

  <si:unit>\degreecelsius<\si:unit> 

  <si:expandedUnc> 

    <si:uncertainty>0.50<\si:uncertainty> 

    <si:coverageFactor>2<\si:coverageFactor> 

    <si:coverageProbability>0.95<\si:coverageProb> 

    <si:distribution>normal<\si:distribution> 

  <\si:expandedUnc> 

<\si:real> 

 

3.2 Validation against D-SI XML Schema 

Validation of the metrological data against the associated XML 

Schema Definition (XSD) file considers the following aspects:  

 

• Is the file containing the metrological data a valid XML 

file?  

• Are all mandatory elements defined?  

• Are elements presented in the correct order?  

• Are correct element tags used?  

• Are correct data types used?  

 

Many integrated development environments (IDEs) that can be 

used to draft XML also allow for the validation of XML against an 

XSD file. Numerous free web-based XML validation services are 

also available.  

 

Example 3: The mandatory element for the coverage factor has 

been omitted, and therefore the XML is not validated against the 

D-SI XML schema.  
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<si:real> 

  <si:label>temperature<\si:label> 

  <si:value>20.10<\si:value> 

  <si:unit>\degreecelsius<\si:unit> 

  <si:expandedUnc> 

    <si:uncertainty>0.50<\si:uncertainty> 

    <si:coverageProbability>0.95<\si:coverageProbability> 

    <si:distribution>normal<\si:distribution> 

  <\si:expandedUnc> 

<\si:real> 

 

It is recommended to ensure that XML is well formed and is 

validated against the D-SI XML schema before undertaking the 

further validation described in section 3.3.  

 

3.3 Additional validation 

The reference implementation of the D-SI data model for XML 

users [5] requires additional tests to be undertaken. These tests 

include, for example: 

 

• The provision of SI identifiers for names of units.  

• The provision of SI prefixes for units. 

• The correct formatting of time stamps.  

• Universal properties of uncertainty statements such as 

a symmetric covariance matrix. 

 

For anyone wishing to store and exchange metrological data 

using the XML D-SI format, it is unreasonable to expect them to 

undertake this additional validation, for example, by developing 

bespoke software. Partners in the SmartCom project are 

therefore developing a system that will allow users to submit their 

data to an online server that undertakes, and informs them of the 

outcome of, the additional validation. This system will also be able 

to provide the validation of the well-formed XML and validation 

against the D-SI XML schema. The requirements for such a system 

are described in section 4.  
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4 Requirements for, and 

implementation of, an online 

validation system  
 

4.1 Requirements 

The requirements for the online validation system can be 

summarised as follows: 

 

• Each application of the validation system must provide one 

unambiguous and correct result. 

 

• A set of rules must be developed that list all tests that the 

validation system must undertake. The rules will relate to a 

specific edition of the D-SI booklet [2].  

 

• Prior to its being made available to users, the validation 

system must be tested, using a suitable number of test XML 

files, to ensure confidence in the results it returns. The test 

XML files should be reflective of actual cases that arise within 

various metrology domains.  

 

• Users must be provided with a user manual for the validation 

system that gives a clear description of the test aim and the 

test procedure.  

 

• The validation system must allow users to submit their XML 

data in a simplistic manner, e.g., using a GUI to select an XML 

file and pressing a button to submit it to the system or 

allowing automated testing through a suitable API.  
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• The validation system must undertake validation and return 

to the user, in an appropriate format, information on the 

quality of the submitted XML file.  

 

• There should be a plan for maintenance of the validation 

system. For example, if a new edition of the BIPM SI Brochure 

is released that allows for additional, or deprecates, units.  

 

• The validation system must allow an unambiguous 

management of tests, e.g. by allowing registration of users on 

the system and subsequently log in to the system to request 

and trace instances of validation. 

 

4.2 Implementation  

The online validation system being developed by SmartCom 

partners leans heavily on technology developed within the 

European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP) JRP 

“Traceability for computationally-intensive metrology” (short 
name “TraCIM”) [6]. Within the TraCIM JRP, an information and 
communications technology (ICT) infrastructure, referred to as 

the “TraCIM system” was developed that allows the verification 
of mathematical software to be undertaken online – see, for 

example, [7]. The TraCIM system requires users to submit and 

receive information in a similar way to that proposed for the 

online validation system. Therefore, it is appropriate to adopt the 

underlying software of the TraCIM system to satisfy the 

requirements of the online validation system.  

 

The online validation system will classify submitted 

metrological data as belonging to one of the following quality 

classes:  

 

• Platinum (or Next Generation).  

• Gold.  

• Silver.  
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• Bronze.  

• Improvable.  

 

The criteria used to assess the quality are described in detail in 

[2]. A comprehensive set of example D-SI XML data to test the 

online validation system is available at [8]. 
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1 Preliminary considerations 
 

The SmartCom research project [1] collected and discussed 

minimum requirements for the content and use of unified Digital 

Calibration Certificates (DCCs) [2, 3]. The format for the storage 

and transmission of DCC data is not regulated and can be 

implemented in XML [4], JSON [5] or other well-established 

formats. 

An XML implementation of the storage of DCC data was created 

based on the SmartCom project outcome [6]. It is currently hosted 

and maintained by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt 

(PTB). This guide considers testing conformity against this XML 

structure for DCCs. 

Testing the conformity of a DCC refers to a test of its XML 

syntax. It comprises testing the validity of the XML structure, the 

usage of all mandatory XML elements, and the compatibility of all 

information with the underlying data types. The conformity test is 

not intended to replace proper accreditation of the content of 

DCCs as it is typically undertaken for many paper-based 

calibration certificates through independent review. 

Furthermore, this test does not consider the conformity of 

information related to digital signatures and electronic seals to 

underlying cryptographic standards. 

The tools for testing the conformity of the syntax of unified 

DCCs in XML format rely on third party software. It is possible to 

use these tools as a web-service or operate them locally. 
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2 General XML structure of DCCs in 

SmartCom 
 

This guide considers version 2.3.0 of the DCC XML structure 

which was implemented according to the minimum requirements 

for DCCs from the SmartCom project [2, 3]. Documentation of this 

XML structure is available at [7]. In addition, the XML Schema 

Definition (XSD) of the DCC can be obtained from [8]. 

The XML structure of the DCC will be outlined for an extract 

from the calibration example at [6]. This example is based on the 

calibration of a weight of nominal mass 10 g that was performed 

at PTB. Figure 1 shows an extract from the human-readable 

document that is issued by PTB as a calibration certificate. The 

corresponding machine-readable version of this document in the 

form of a DCC in XML format is given in Figure 2. 

To facilitate comparison between the human-readable and 

machine-readable documents, all data providing the same 

information is marked by rectangular boxes of the same colour in 

Figures 1 and 2, i.e., data from a box with green colour in Figure 1 

provides the same information as the XML data in a green box in 

Figure 2. 

All data not marked by a box is only required in the human-

readable format and not relevant for the machine-readable 

representation, e.g., the number of pages in Figure 1. 

Values of the mass measurement (in a green box) are provided 

in the D-SI metadata model [9]. XML elements of this metadata 

format start with the namespace prefix “si” in Figure 2. All other 
XML elements have the prefix “dcc”. 

Finally, the XML element “respPersons” (from the purple box in 

Figure 2) shows who is responsible for signing the DCC and 

applying an electronic seal (digital seal). The electronic seal is 

applied to the XML DCC document as a whole and hence is not 

part of the structure in version 2.3.0. 
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[…] 

 

 
Figure 1: Extract from a human-readable PTB certificate for a 

weight of nominal mass 10 g as it is typically issued at calibration. 
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Figure 2: Extract from the machine-readable XML DCC structure 

for the example calibration certificate given in Figure 1. Some 

elements are deliberately left empty. 
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3 Testing the unified DCC syntax 
 

3.1 Validation with DCC XML Scheme 

Validation of the DCC against the underlying XSD file will test 

the following aspects of conformity with the DCC XML syntax: 

 

• Valid XML file; 

• All mandatory elements defined; 

• Correct order of elements; 

• Correct element tags (names); 

• Correct data types used. 

 

Many software development tools have plugins for validation 

of XML against an XSD file. Various free web-based services are 

also available.  

 

3.2 Validation of D-SI Elements using TraCIM 

The SmartCom TraCIM service is an additional tool for the 

validation of the correct usage of the D-SI metadata model in the 

XML DCC. Details are outlined in the first part of this series of 

guides. The SmartCom TraCIM service will be used to check all D-

SI elements in a DCC for conformity to the following 

requirements: 

 

• Compliance of the units used against SI units; 

• Compliance with minimum required metrological 

information according to VIM [10] and GUM [11] as 

defined for the D-SI format; 

• Compliance with D-SI XML Scheme Definition; 

• All D-SI elements with correct tags, sequence of 

elements and data types. 
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It is recommended to test the DCC with the XSD before applying 

TraCIM testing. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The SmartCom online validation system (SmartCom Expert 

Extension – or in short SE) was developed by Ostfalia University 

[1] in the scope of the European joint research project EMPIR 

17IND02 SmartCom [2]. It establishes a service that can be 

integrated into a TraCIM validation system to test and certify XML 

documents for correct usage of metrological data based on the D-

SI format, such as Digital Calibration Certificates [3,4]. It can be 

used with the TraCIM Server 1.0 [5,6,7] and the new TraCIM 

Server 2.0 (provided by Ostfalia University [1]). 

Normal TraCIM Expert Extensions deliver test data that will be 

used by a system under test to calculate a result (e.g. [8]). Then 

this result will be validated by the specific Expert Extension. 

The validation process of the SE slightly differs from this normal 

process. The SE validates any well-formed XML document and 

therefore doesn't require test data and test data generation. 

Nevertheless, the corresponding REST API of the TraCIM server 

must be called in order to get an individual test process key for 

using the validation service. However, the SE doesn't generate 

test data. 
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2 Integration of SmartCom online 

validation into TraCIM 

The SmartCom online validation system (SE) is provided as a jar 

module for the TraCIM server application. This section explains 

how to use Maven [9] to build the module and run it with the 

TraCIM system.  

This version was developed, tested and prepared to use with 

the new TraCIM server 2.0 and the corresponding Expert 

Extension API. Parts of the validation methods for the SE are 

provided through the SiChecker API. In the scope of the SmartCom 

project this API was implemented by PTB. 

Because the TraCIM server as well as the SE come with their 

own installation instructions these instructions here serve the 

purpose to give an overview. Eventually, this document will not 

be updated on a regular basis. In doubt, please take a look into 

the TraCIM and SmartCom documentation with your used 

versions. 

 

2.1 Set up a TraCIM service 

In order to use the SE, you need a running TraCIM service. Refer 

to [1,7] to obtain and set up a TraCIM service. 

The jboss-deployment-structure.xml of the TraCIM 

server must be extended with the following entry. 

 
<module name="deployment.smartcom-expert-

extension.jar" services="import" meta-
inf="import" optional="true" /> 

 

2.2 Build the SmartCom Expert Extension 

The SE uses the PTB SiChecker for validation. Before building 

the SE, you have to install the corresponding dependency to your 

local repository. 
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mvn install:install-file -Dfile=SiChecker-
1.0.jar -DgroupId=de.ptb.si.tools -
DartifactId=si-checker -Dversion=1.0 -
Dpackaging=jar 

 

If you choose to use the integrated SiChecker you can 

remove the PTB SiChecker dependency from the Project Object 

Model (POM) and can continue without the PTB SiChecker. 

Build the project. 

 
mvn clean package 

 

2.3 Deploy the SmartCom Expert Extension 

The build generates a jar with and without dependencies. You 

are free to use either of those. If you use the jar without 

dependencies, you must deploy all dependencies separately and 

edit the jboss-deployment-structure.xml accordingly. 

The simple and recommended way is to use the jar with 

dependencies.  

Use your preferred method for deployment, for example the 

deployment scanner: 

 
cp target/smartcom-expert-extension.jar 

<WILDFLY_HOME>/standalone/deployments 

 

or 

 
cp target/smartcom-expert-extension-jar-

with-dependencies.jar 
<WILDFLY_HOME>/standalone/deployments/smartc
om-expert-extension.jar 

 

(Renaming the jar with dependencies is not necessarily 

required as long as the file name is the same as the file name in 

the jboss-deployment-structure.xml of the TraCIM 

server.) 
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If you have deployed the SE while the TraCIM server was 

running, restart Wildfly or deploy the TraCIM server again. 

 

2.4 Run the Integration Tests 

We are using the REST Interface of the TraCIM server for 

integration testing. Therefore, a TraCIM server with the SE under 

test must be running on localhost and port 8080. The Maven 

command to run the integration test is 

 
mvn clean test failsafe:integration-test 

 

2.5 Run the OWASP Dependency Check 

The OWASP Dependency Check is used by our POM. Please 

make sure to use the most recent version. To run the OWASP 

dependency check, one of the following two commands can be 

used: 

 

mvn verify 

 

or 

 

mvn dependency-check:check 

 

2.6 Customization 

2.6.1 PDF reports 

Each SmartCom test provides a report of the test results in PDF 

format. It may be required to change the output PDF document 

for various reasons such as to use company specific logos, comply 

with different reporting policies, or incorporate updates to the 

validation scope. 
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The package de.ostfalia.smartcom.pdf in the SE 

contains the Java source files that generate a PTB-specific test 

report. These files can be changed to modify the report. The open 

source Java tool Apache PDFBox [10] is used to create the PDF 

documents. 

It is also possible to integrate an alternative PDF creation 

library. In this case, the PDF generation must properly be linked 

and run in the generateValidationResult method in the 

main class SmartComExtension.java in package 

de.ostfalia.smartcom of the SE. 

 

2.6.2 D-SI XML Schema changes 

The D-SI XML schema (the path of the schema) that should be 

used for validating the SI elements is defined in the 

SmartComValidator class of the SE. In order to validate against a 

new schema, the schema must be added as a resource to the 

project and the path to the schema in the SmartComValidator 

class must be modified accordingly.  

The package de.ostfalia.smartcom.si contains the 

Java representation for the elements defined by the schema. If 

the schema changes, make sure to update the Java objects 

accordingly. When adding new types, make sure to explicitly 

declare the name in @XmlRootElement annotation. 

Additionally, they must be added to the jaxb.index file in 

folder resources/de/ostfalia/smartcom/si. If the 

namespace changes (prefix or URI), update the namespace in 

package-info.java. 

No further changes are required. Namespace and tag names 

are automatically determined by reflection from those 

annotations. The version information of the schema (i.e. as 

printed in pdf) is automatically determined from the version tag 

inside the schema. 

After modifying the elements, it might be necessary to build 

and distribute the new API for the adaption of the external 

SiChecker (see the following subsection). 
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2.6.3 Build the SiChecker API 

For the development of external implementations of the 

SiChecker (i.e. PTB SiChecker), the API is needed. Currently the API 

is included in this project. In future the API might be extracted into 

a separate project. 

In order to extract and build the API, one can use the script 

build_api.sh from the SmartCom Expert Extension Maven 

project. 

As described above, the validation of a single SI element is 

performed by an implementation of the interface SiChecker. 

The used implementation can be changed in the 

SmartComValidator class. As default, the PTBSiChecker 

implementation is used. Additionally, the project contains a 

second implementation called OstfaliaSiChecker which 

can be used as an alternative. 

Caution: The OstfaliaSiChecker checks only the units of 

real elements based on a regular expression as defined in the D-

SI brochure [11]. Additional checks of the latest regulations [3] are 

not implemented. 

 

2.6.4 Other properties 

When the SE is used with the TraCIM system 2.0, additional 

information can be customized that will be displayed by the 

TraCIM server to users of the SmartCom validation. The relevant 

information is in the project folder 

src/main/resources/META-INF. The file 

webshop.properties contains general web shop properties 

and resources/service.xhtml allows the creation of a 

web page that includes a detailed description of the service. 
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2.7 Other TraCIM Systems  

In order to use the SE with the old TraCIM server 1.0 (e.g. [6,7]) 

you have to change the version of the Expert Extension 

dependency in the POM. 

Furthermore, the TraCIM server is used with PostgreSQL [12] 

and WildFly [13]. However, it should be possible to port to any 

RDBMS and Java EE application server. From WildFly, the jboss-

deployment-structure.xml is used to tweak class loading. 
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3 Examples for the integration in 

TraCIM 
 

This section gives a short outline on the integration of the SE 

into a TraCIM system 2.0 that was run as example by PTB within 

the SmartCom project [2]. 

 

After registration and login, users can order the SmartCom 

validation in the order menu within “My TraCIM” as shown in 

Figure 1. There is the option to choose between a free test and a 

paid test in this example. 

 

 
Figure 1: Example of a SmartCom validation service selection in the 

TraCIM system 2.0. 

 

The user can also utilize the TraCIM web page to send D-SI XML 

data for validation and obtain the result by downloading the PDF 

result certificate (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Example of information on SmartCom tests that is made 

available by the TraCIM system 2.0. 

 

It is not necessary to build a TraCIM client as it was the case 

with the TraCIM version 1.0. 

 

Figure 3 shows an example of the first page of the PDF report 

that is formatted in compliance with the PTB policy for test report. 

 

            
 

Figure 3: Example of the first page of a PTB Test Report for a free 

SmartCom test of XML data with D-SI elements. 
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